Endostatin and irradiation modifies the activity of ADAM10 and neprilysin in breast cancer cells
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Abstract. Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels, is regarded as a key cancer cell property. Endostatin (ES) is a potential antiangiogenic agent and it may be useful when implemented in combination with other cancer therapeutic strategies. The present study investigated the in vitro effects of ES, radiotherapy (RT) or combination therapy (ES + RT) on two important proteases, a disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain-containing protein 10 (ADAM10) and neprilysin (NEP) in 4T1 mouse breast cancer cells and the more metastatic phenotype of 4THMpc breast cancer cells. 4T1 and 4THMpc cells were treated with recombinant murine ES (4 µg/ml) alone, RT (45 Gy) alone or with ES + RT. ADAM10 enzyme activity was determined using a tumor necrosis factor-α converting enzyme (α-secretase) activity assay kit, and NEP enzyme activity was measured with a fluorometric assay based on the generation of free dansyl-D-Ala-Gly from N-dansyl-Ala-Gly-D-nitro-Phe-Gly, the substrate of NEP. Western blotting analysis was performed to determine whether the altered enzyme activity levels of the two cell lines occurred due to changes in expression level. These data indicate that ES independently potentiates the activity of ADAM10 and NEP enzymes in 4T1 and 4THMpc breast cancer cells and to discard of waste products. Inhibition angiogenesis is a promising strategy in cancer therapy (1,2).

Targeting angiogenesis may add to the therapeutic effect conventional cancer therapeutic strategies, including chemotherapeutic agents and radiation therapy, as they are not yet entirely effective against cancer. Angiogenesis is stringently controlled via the balance of pro-angiogenic and anti-angiogenic factors, which are diffusible chemical signal molecules secreted from tumor cells. Angiogenesis may be initiated by altering the net balance between positive and negative regulators via increased production of any one of the positive regulators of angiogenesis, including vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor-2, interleukin-8, placental growth factor, trans-forming growth factor (TGF) β, platelet derived growth factor, or angiopoietins, or downregulation of endogenous inhibitors of angiogenesis, including endostatin (ES), angiotatin and thrombospondin (3). Thus, it is possible to suppress angiogenesis adequately by enabling the predominance of anti-angiogenic factors surrounding the tumor. Anti-angiogenic therapy would also allow administration of anti-cancer therapeutic agents at a lower dose for shorter periods compared with conventional therapies (4).

ES was first identified in and purified from conditioned medium of cultured murine hemangioendothelioma cells in 1997 as a 20-kDa non-collagenous, proteolytically cleaved carboxyl-terminal fragment of collagen XVIII, a basement membrane and vessel wall protein. Generation of ES from collagen XVIII involves numerous proteases, including cathepsin L, elastase and matrilysin (5,6). ES exerts its anti-angiogenic activity either by inhibiting endothelial cell adhesion, migration, and proliferation or by inducing apoptosis. ES has been demonstrated to inhibit endothelial cell proliferation, migration, and survival partially by blocking VEGF receptor 2 signaling, repressing Wnt signaling, activating caspase-9 and inhibiting B-cell lymphoma 2, B-cell lymphoma-extra large by destabilizing the structure of β-catenin, and by altering the β-catenin/vascular endothelial caderin interactions in inter-endothelial cell junctions (5,7-10). Furthermore, ES has been shown to regulate a range of genes that suppress angiogenesis, and to inactivate metalloproteinases (11,12). Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are proteolytic zinc-dependent endopeptidases involved in cancer progression. They are important in cancer cell growth, migration, invasion and metastasis. They degrade basement membranes

Introduction

Tumor growth depends on the formation and maintenance of a vascular network in neoplastic tissues to ensure delivery of oxygen and nutrients to malignant cells. The growth of new blood vessels from existing ones, termed angiogenesis, is a multifactorial process required for the growth and metastasis of tumors. Growing tumors have to stimulate new blood vessel formation in order to obtain sufficient oxygen and nutrients and to discard of waste products. Inhibition angiogenesis is a promising strategy in cancer therapy (1,2).
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and facilitate the invasion of cancer cells. Notably, they may also generate novel peptides and/or proteins that have different functions than their precursors (13).

Cell surface neutral endopeptidases, also termed EC3.4.24.11, enkephalinase, cluster of differentiation (CD)10 or neurilysin (NEP) is important in the degradation of amyloid β peptides (Aβ), a characteristic feature of Alzheimer's disease (AD) (14). NEP is also important in pulmonary development, inflammation and injury (15). Furthermore, NEP has been demonstrated to contribute to tumor progression in human lung, prostate and breast cancer (15-19).

A disintegrin and metalloproteinases (ADAMs) have been described as membrane-anchored cell surface proteins consisting of >40 identified family members in the mammalian genome (20, 21). Among all ADAM proteins, only 12 ADAM genes encode for proteinase activities, these are ADAM8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 28, 30 and 33. ADAM10 and 17 are the most extensively examined family members (21). ADAM17 is known to release soluble tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) from its membrane precursor, thus called tumor necrosis factor-α convertase (TACE). It is reported that ADAM9, ADAM10 and ADAM17 cleave amyloid precursor protein at the α-secretase processing site by their α-secretase activity (22).

ADAM10 and NEP enzymes hydrolyze substance P (SP) at identical sites (23). SP is a member of the tachykinin family, encoded by the preprotachykinin A1 gene (24) and has been indicated to be involved in the generation or progression of various physiological and pathophysiological conditions, including pain and depression, in addition to a variety of neurodegenerative disorders, such as AD, Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, and schizophrenia (25-28). In additions to the function of SP as a neurotransmitter and neuromodulator (29), SP also stimulates cell proliferation of various normal and neoplastic cell types in vitro (30). Although SP is considered to be associated with carcinogenesis, the role of SP appears to be bidirectional on inflammation, tumor growth and carcinogenesis as the intact peptide is tumorigenic and induces inflammation, whereas the hydrolysis fragments produced by peptidases are antitumorigenic and anti-angiogenic (31).

Previously, we reported that ES inhibits the in vitro growth of breast cancer cells and potentiates the anti-tumor effects of radiotherapy (RT) at appropriate doses via alteration of the quantity of substance P (32). The aim of the present study is to elucidate whether ES, either alone or in combination with RT, is able to alter the activity and/or expression level of ADAM-10 and NEP, which are termed SP degrading proteases.

**Materials and methods**

**Recombinant murine ES.** Recombinant murine ES, expressed in Pichia pastoris, in citrate phosphate buffer (17 mM citric acid, 66 mM sodium phosphate dibasic, 59 mM sodium chloride, at pH 6.2) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The ES was thawed, gently mixed and aliquoted into standard micro Eppendorf tubes in quantities of 10 µl for daily assays. These aliquots were stored at -70˚C until needed.

**Cell lines and in vitro culture conditions.** The 4T1 breast cancer cells and 4THMpc (4T1 heart metastases post-capsaicin) cell line derived from cardiac metastases of 4T1 cells were used in the present study. The two cell lines were provided by Dr Nuray Erin at Akdeniz University, Medicine Faculty (Antalya, Turkey). The cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium/F12 (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.), 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 0.02 mM non-essential amino acids. The cell lines were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO₂. Cells were passaged at 80-90% confluency using a 2 mM EDTA solution (Ca²⁺Mg²⁺ free Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). All cell lines used in the current study were tested and demonstrated to be free of mycoplasma contamination (32).

**Radiotherapy.** Each cell plate (2-cm thick) was irradiated in the Co-60 teletherapy unit at a distance of 100 cm. To achieve a homogeneous dose (+2.5%) at the cell plate, the plate was embedded in water equivalent bolus material and a 0.5-cm thick bolus material was placed on the cover of the plate. The optimal dose of irradiation was found to be 45 Gy at 1.5 cm (in the center of the plate) and the dose rate at RT was ~145 cGy/min (32).

**Determination of the cytotoxic dose.** The cytotoxic effect of ES alone or in combination with RT on 4T1 and 4THMpc mouse breast cancer cell lines was determined in our previous study using the MTT colorimetric assay (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA), the trypan blue dye exclusion method (Sigma-Aldrich) and the LIVE/DEAD® Cell Viability assay (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) following 24, 48 and 72 h of incubation. An EnzCheck® Caspase-3 Enzyme Activity assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) was also performed to determine whether ES and RT, alone or in combination result in apoptosis (32).

**Assay of α-secretase activity.** α-Secretase activity was measured using a fluorimetric SensoLyte™ 520 TACE (α-Secretase) Activity assay kit (AnaSpec Inc., Fremont, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's protocols. Briefly, cells were seeded into sixteen different petri dishes (100x20 mm) at a density of 3x10⁵ cell/ml. After 24 h, 4 µg/ml ES was added to only eight of sixteen petri dishes. After 4 h, the control, RT, and ES + RT petri dishes were irradiated with 45 Gy Co₆₀. Following incubation for 24 h, cells were homogenized in lysis buffer (containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl₂, 0.05% Brij-35, 0.02% NaN₃, and 1% Triton X-100), and centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatants were collected and the protein contents of samples were determined by Bio-Rad Protein assay kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA) based on the Bradford method. Equal quantities of total protein (100 µg) was mixed with assay buffer and TACE substrate to a final volume of 100 µl. The change in fluorescence was continuously monitored with a luminescence spectrometer (Model LS55; PerkinElmer, Inc., Beaconsfield, UK) at excitation wavelength of 490 nm and emission wavelength of 520 nm.

**Assay of NEP activity.** ES and/or RT were administered in the same manner as described above. At the end of incubation
period, mediums were removed and cells were mechanically harvested using 500 µl sterile PBS and a cell scraper (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Cells were homogenized in 250 µl of 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4). The homogenate was then centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 10 min at 4°C to remove crude debris and to collect supernatants. The protein concentration of the samples was determined with a Bio-Rad Protein assay kit and measured against bovine serum albumin (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) standards. The activity of NEP was determined as described previously with minor modifications (33). Briefly, substrate solutions consisting of 1 mM DAGPNG and 10 mM enalapril in 50 mM Tris-HCl with and without the addition of 10 mM phosphoramidon, a NEP inhibitor (19), were prepared. The substrate solutions were pre-incubated at 37°C for 20 min. The samples (50 µg) were then incubated at 37°C for 20 min with 100 ml of each substrate solution. The reaction was stopped by boiling for 10 min at 90°C. The samples were then diluted 1:10 with 50 mM Tris-HCl and spun for 5 min in a microfuge at 13,190 x g at 4°C. The change in fluorescence of the supernatants was monitored with a luminescence spectrometer (Model LS55) at an emission wavelength of 562 nm and an excitation wavelength of 342 nm.

Western blotting. To investigate whether changes in NEP and ADAM10 activities of 4T1 and 4THMpc cells were due to changes in protein content, cell homogenates were assayed by western blotting as described previously (32). Briefly, 25 µg of homogenate protein were separated on a 10% acrylamide gel by SDS-PAGE and then transferred to polyvinyldene difluoride membranes (Hybond-P; GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Little Chalfont, UK) with a semi-dry transfer apparatus. The membranes were blocked with 5% milk in Tris-buffered saline and then probed with rabbit polyclonal anti-NEP (1:2,000; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA; cat. no. AB5458) or polyclonal anti-ADAM10 (1:1,000; EMD Millipore; cat. no. AB19026) at room temperature for 1 h. The membranes were washed four times with Tris-buffered saline and Tween 20 solution. The primary antibody was detected with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:10,000 for ADAM10, 1:20,000 for NEP; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA; cat. no. sc-2005) and the blots were visualized with a chemiluminescent substrate (ECL Plus kit; GE Healthcare Life Sciences) and exposure to film (Sigma-Aldrich). Kaleidoscope™ protein standards (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) were used to determine the molecular weights of the visualized bands.

Statistical analysis. All data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean. Data analysis was performed using an Instat 3.1 professional statistics software program (Graph Pad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Analysis of variance with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons post-test and t-tests (for comparisons between two groups) were used for intergroup comparisons. The graphs were drawn using Sigma Plot version 10.0 (Systat Software, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and CorelDRAW version X5 (Corel Corporation, Ontario, ON, Canada). P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results

Determining the cytotoxic effects of ES alone or in combination with RT. In our initial study, different concentrations of ES (0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 µg/ml) and different fractions of irradiation (5-45 Gy 60Co), either alone or in combination, were tested to determine the optimum cytotoxic doses for 4T1 and 4THMpc breast cancer cells. According to four different cytotoxicity test results, 4 µg/ml ES and 45 Gy 60Co irradiation exhibited the most notable cytotoxic effect on the 4T1 and 4THMpc cell lines (32). These optimum doses were used to determine the possible effects of ES and/or RT on ADAM and NEP activity in 4T1 and 4THMpc cells in the present study.

Activity of ADAM10 and NEP enzymes. Activity of ADAM10 and NEP were examined at the end of 24 h following ES and/or RT administration to investigate the association between the quantity of SP and the activity and/or quantity of these enzymes. To characterize the activity of ADAM10 responsible for SP cleavage, α-secretase activity in the 4T1 and 4THMpc cell lines was investigated by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay using a TACE inhibitor (TAPI). According to the results, ES alone did not alter basal α-secretase activity of 4T1 cells (P>0.05). RT alone resulted in a marked increase in α-secretase activity (P<0.05). However, the increase in enzyme activity was greater (P<0.01) with administration of ES and RT together (Fig. 1). The 4THMpc cells treated with ES, RT or ES + RT were demonstrated to already have a high basal level of α-secretase compared with the 4T1 cells. By contrast to the 4T1 cells, ES (P<0.05), RT (P<0.01) and ES + RT (P<0.01) increased the activity of α-secretase in 4THMpc cells (Fig. 2).

The basal level of NEP enzyme activity was higher in 4T1 cells compared with 4THMpc cells. As presented in Fig. 3, in 4T1 cells ES alone did not alter NEP activity (P>0.05). However, RT alone resulted in a significant decrease in NEP activity of 4T1 cells (P<0.01). RT + ES resulted in a significant increase in NEP activity (P<0.05). In 4THMpc cells, ES alone did not alter NEP activity (P>0.05), however RT alone or in combination produced a decrease in NEP activity (P<0.05; Fig. 4).

Western blotting. To determine whether changes in NEP and ADAM10 activity in 4T1 and 4THMpc cells were due to changes in NEP and ADAM10 protein expression levels, cell homogenates were assayed by western blotting. As presented in Figs. 5 and 6, the density of the bands depend on the quantity of ADAM10 or NEP, thus, correlating with the activity of the enzymes. ES alone did not change the amount of ADAM10 in 4T1 cells but RT alone resulted in an increased amount of the enzyme. However, the increase in the amount of ADAM10 was greater following combination with ES and RT, compared with either alone. Treatment of the 4THMpc cells with ES led to an increase in ADAM10 but this increase was greater in cells treated with the combination of ES and RT.

In 4T1 cells, ES alone did not alter the amount of NEP while RT alone resulted in a decrease, the combination of RT and ES resulted in a marked increase in the amount of NEP. In 4THMpc cells, RT alone or in combination with ES resulted in a decrease in the amount of NEP; however, ES treatment alone did not yield any change in NEP.
Discussion

The internal fragment of collagen XVIII, ES, has been demonstrated to inhibit in vitro endothelial proliferation, but not tumor cell proliferation, suggesting that ES has endothelial cell specific activity (34,35). Previous in vivo studies have indicated that ES inhibits growth of primary tumors by inhibiting tumor angiogenesis without directly affecting the growth of tumor cells (5,6). These in vitro and in vivo studies suggest that ES does not have a direct cytotoxic effect on tumor cells. However, Dkhissi et al (36) have demonstrated that ES has direct anti-proliferative and apoptotic effects on HT29 and C51 colon cancer cell lines in addition to its anti-angiogenic effect. Similarly, Hanai et al (37) reported that
ES inhibited the Wnt-dependent signaling pathway by stimulating the degradation of β-catenin in endothelial cells and in DLD-1 colon cancer cells. Furthermore, Hajitou et al. (38) have demonstrated that ES inhibits in vitro EF43.Fgf-4 mouse breast cancer cell proliferation via the inhibition of VEGF expression (38). Due to these different activities, ES exhibits a multifaceted anti-angiogenic effect. In our initial study, it was reported that ES at appropriate doses and incubation periods exerted cytotoxic and apoptotic effects against 4T1 and 4THMpc cells. These results regarding the cytotoxic effects of ES to tumor cells appeared to be contrary to the general considerations, however, the results were consistent with findings that demonstrate direct cytotoxic effects of ES on tumor cells. It was previously indicated that that the cytotoxic effect...
of ES on tumor cells depends on a minimum of four factors, as follows: i) The concentration of ES, ii) the type of targeted cell, iii) the time period of incubation and iv) the number of tested cells (32).

Combinations of different therapies may repress the multifactor stimulated biological processes of tumors, and result in cytotoxicity. At present, anti-cancer research is investigating the success of radiotherapy and angiogenesis inhibitors together (39,40). Different scientists have demonstrated that combination of radiotherapy and angiogenesis inhibitors may result in either additive or synergistic effects. Previous studies suggest that the addition of anti-angiogenic agents to conventional therapeutic strategies may increase clinical efficacy (39,41,42). Previous studies suggest that the addition of anti-angiogenic agents to conventional therapeutic strategies may increase clinical efficacy (39,43,44). As radiation therapy is a conventional cancer treatment strategy, tumor resistance to ionizing radiation has been previously investigated. The interactions between exposure to ionizing radiation and anti-angiogenic treatment may result in an improved understanding of effective cancer therapy with these treatments (43).

In the present study, the possible effects of 4 µg/ml ES, either alone or in combination with 45 Gy Co irradiation, on the expression levels and activity of NEP and ADAM-10 were investigated. NEP and ADAM10 degrade SP at the same point. SP, a member of the tachykinin family is suggested to be predominantly localized in sensory nerves and around blood vessels and smooth muscle (20). The role of SP in cancer development and progression is likely bidirectional, with intact peptide and hydrolysis products exerting different effects (20,23,45). Bidirectional effects of SP on carcinogenesis may be the result of the counter-balancing effects of SP fragments compared with the intact peptide, as the intact peptide is tumorigenic and induces inflammation, whereas fragments produced by peptidases (including, neprilysin and ADAM10) exert opposing effects (23,46,47).

A disintegrin and metalloproteases (ADAMs) are a family of metalloproteases (48), with important functions in a variety of different biological processes, including the interaction of sperm and egg, cell migration, wound healing, heart development, immunity, cell proliferation and angiogenesis (49). ADAM-10 and TACE (ADAM17) have been proposed as an α-secretase (50). ADAM10 sheds a number of cell surface proteins, including TNF-α, epidermal growth factor (EGF), TGF-α, and heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor. Furthermore, ADAM10 mediates regulated intramembrane proteolysis of CD44, cadherins and Notch, which produce an intracellular fragment that can influence gene transcription following translocation to the nucleus (51). Overexpression of ADAM family members (51), including ADAM10 (52), has been reported in different malignancies.

In 4T1 cells, ES alone did not alter the activity or the protein expression level of ADAM10. RT (45 Gy Co) alone induced a 55% increase in ADAM10 enzyme activity and this activation increased to 74.5% when combined therapy was used. By contrast, in the 4THMpc cell line, ES alone induced a 43.3% increase in ADAM10 enzyme activity, while RT alone and with ES resulted in an increase of 70.9 and 72.5% in ADAM10 activity, respectively.

NEP is a zinc-dependent type II integral membrane-bound metallopeptidase with ubiquitous distribution that is demonstrated to cleave a variety of peptides, including natriuretic peptides, angiotensin-I and -II, endothelin-1, kinins, adrenomedullin, opioid peptides, bradykinin, bombesin, calcitonine, neurotensin, substance P, Aβ, enkephalin, and gastrin (14,52-54). This enzyme is also observed in various tissues, however, it has highest abundance in the kidney (53). Recently, it has been suggested that NEP activity and/or expression levels are decreased in different carcinomas, including prostate (19), lung (55), renal (56) and stomach and colon adenocarcinomas (17,53,57). By contrast, high levels of NEP were also indicated in a malignant hepatocellular carcinomas (17,58,59). Furthermore, Burns et al (19) suggested that
NEP modulates bombesin-mediated proliferation in breast cancer cells in vitro.

In the present study, in 4T1 cells, ES alone slightly increased NEP activity by 7.54%, however, this is not a statistically significant result. While RT alone resulted in 60% decrease, ES + RT resulted in a 16.6% increase in NEP activity. In the more aggressive 4THMpc cells, administration of ES alone led to a 14.2% increase in NEP activity. RT treatment and ES + RT in combination resulted in a 6.6 and 8.3% decrease in enzyme activity, respectively.

Considering our previous study (32), the present study hypothesized that ES interfered with angiogenesis indirectly by altering the quantity of SP in breast cancer cells by modulating the activity of ADAM10 and NEP. To investigate whether cell death was a result of differences in SP levels due to changes in ADAM10 and NEP activity, 4T1 and 4THMpc cells were treated with 4 µg/ml exogenous SP, either with ES, RT or alone (32). The growth inhibition of these two cancer cell lines was also partially reversed by administration of exogenous SP concomitantly with ES and RT, whereas exogenous SP alone enhances cell viability rather than cell death. Further experiments determined that exogenous SP alone did not result in cell death or changes to the activity of ADAM10 and NEP. This result indicates that the action of the ES on 4T1 and 4THMpc cells is associated with the activation of SP-degrading enzymes, ADAM10 and NEP. The results of the present study are in agreement with the findings of previous studies, in which the use of SP antagonists inhibited in vitro growth of small cell lung cancer and the U373 MG glioma cell line (60-65). Gross et al (66) demonstrated that SP reduces caspase-3 activity and TNF-α-induced apoptosis. Caspase-3 activity was markedly increased following treatment with ES and RT. If SP had remained unchanged in the 4T1 and 4THMpc cells or the media, it would not have been possible to record the increase in caspase-3 activity (32). The results of our previous study and the current study suggest that the cytotoxic activity of ES on 4T1 and 4THMpc cells is a specific, dose-dependent action, which alters the activity of ADAM10 and NEP, and SP levels. The level of SP is an important determinants for tumor cells to increase mitotic signals. Different changes in SP levels following ES, RT and the combination treatment were recorded (32), suggesting the cytotoxic activity of ES occurs due to the changes in ADAM10 and NEP activity. ES and RT used in combination affects the activation of ADAM10 and NEP and once these peptidases are activated, they may degrade SP at the same point producing short fragments. Finally, these fragments may trigger the activation of caspase-3 and result in apoptosis of the 4T1 and 4THMpc cells.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates for the first time that ES potentiates the activity of ADAM10 and NEP. The current study hypothesizes that the recorded cytotoxic activity of ES on 4T1 and 4THMpc breast cancer cells is likely associated with altering the activity of these peptidases. Further in vitro and in vivo studies are required to elucidate the suggested underlying mechanism and to increase understanding of whether ES exert cytotoxic effect via the fragmented SP, which results from activating these peptidases. Furthermore, in addition to its cytotoxic and antiangiogenic effects, the ability of ES to increase the quantity and activity of ADAM10 may be valuable in the treatment of AD.
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